Reflect +

Perspective 1: Grass Terraces Overlooking the plaza’s central event space
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Aims: Our aim with this project was to enhance the synergy and

Climbing plants covering
structure for shade + connectivty

Grass Terraces create extra
public seating for large events

Section AA
Climbing plant walkway structure

Zone 1
The first zone is a quiet reflective garden that is
designed as a space where people can relax and esacpe
from the increased
activity outside of this space. it is completely enclosed
with plants on all sides and trees are used to
accentuate the corners and the central pathway
through the garden. This space provides a sense of tranquility that can be enjoyed by those who stop to sit on
the grass or benches or if you are just passing through
in or out of the plaza.

connectivity of this site, while increasing pervious surfaces to catch zone 2
and filter site runoff before entering the lake. Increasing the seat- This is a more informal terraced zone that is
constructed of varying width bands of grass steps
ing for event spaces/ social gatherings was also a critical aspect of
separated by a central paved walkway.
is designed as the central event space and for this
the design. We used a geometric site layout to carry out our concept This
reason we centred its view to be overlooking the stage.
strong sense of enclosure is created at the rear and
that this lakefront plaza would be a space Anorth
side of these terraces through soft planting
schemes of perennials and large trees.
to REFLECT + CONNECT.
zone 3
Formal terraced space that increases the useability of
this area. The terraces create much need level ground
for seating large amounts of people for large events
such as 4th July/ New Years Eve Fireworks.
Each level has linear bands of contemporary plantings
that soften the terraces and provide colourful
interest, making it an interesting space to relax in while
enjoying tha lake views.

Zone 3

Site Concept

Current vegetation

Proposed circulation

Proposed vegetation

Site Area (acres)

27

Hydrologic Soil Group

C

Hydraulic Conductivity (in/hr)

.1

Surface Slope (%)

10

Precip. Data Source

CLARKSVILLE 3 NNE

Evap. Data Source

CLARKSVILLE 3 NNE

Climate Change Scenario

Median/Near Term

% Forest

15

% Meadow

0

% Lawn

55

% Desert

0

% Impervious

30

Years Analyzed

5

Ignore Consecutive Wet Days

True

Wet Day Threshold (inches)

0.10

LID Control

Current Scenario

Disconnection

60 / 100

Rain Harvesting

5/4

Rain Gardens

0

Green Roofs

5 / 100

Street Planters

0

Infiltration Basins

0

Porous Pavement

30 / 100

Materials

Lighting

BB

Zone 2
Floating Wetlands

CC

Cortaderia selloana
‘Gold Band’

Red brick retaining walls

Recessed lighting for
site legibility & safety

Calamagrostis x
acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’

Stone capping to dress
brick retaining walls

Uplighting for feature
trees

CC
Formal Terraces
with planting beds

Zone 1

Lakefront
Redevelopment
Plan

AA
Green Roof pa-

Climbing plants covering
structure

P4

Formal Terraces

Main Entrance along
raised platform

Pennisetem setaceum
‘Rubrum’

P2 Wharf with floating

Red brick pavers

Contemporary bollard
lighting for legibility

wetlands + access to water activities

P3

Reflective Pool

Bell Tower

AA

Site Description

Current Scenario

Section BB

Grass Terraces

Grass Terraces

Parameter

Grass Terraces create formal seating Overlooking Event Space + enclosed with planting

BB

Plants

Stage

National Stormwater Calculator Report

Contemporary Water Feature

Floating Wetlands

Salvia nemerosa

Hardwood decking
boards for boardwalk

Section CC

Floating Wetlands

Contemporary light
posts for safety

Perspective 2: floating wetlands + Water

Baseline Scenario

Activities + night activation

Reflective Courtyard

Blossom Walk

+
Baseline Scenario

EPA runoff estimation

% of impervious area treated / % of treated area used for LID
US EPA National Stormwater Calculator - Release 1.1.0.2
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The entrance to the site was designed to have a strong impact upon arrival. To
do this we have accentuated a strong linear east-west axis that begins with a
narrow raised platform. There are long bands of planting in the pavement that
pull you towards the end of the platform where the sound of water falling
from the platform intrigues you. The axis is completed with the reinstated bell
tower which is reflected upon a rectangular pool that is designed to mirror
and emphasise the towers presence.

Perspective 3: upper level overlooking Reflection Pond and Bell Tower

